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1. INTRODUCTION 
Consider the numerical solution of a stiff initial value problem 
U'(t) = j(t,U(t)) (t;;;;i.O), U(O) = uo, 
with/ :Rxam~Rm and u0 eRm, by the Runge-Kutta method 
s 






Yi= Un+ h ~aijf(tn + cjh,yj) (l..;;;;i..;;;;s). (l.2b) 
j=I 
The real parameters a;j,b;,c; determine the method, sis the number of stages and h >0 is the stepsize. 
The vectors Un approximate U(t) at tn = nh(n ;;;;i. 1 ). 
Let I· I represent some norm on am. In this paper we will be concerned with bounds for the global 
error of the form 
(1.3) 
where llUllY.'>=max{jUV>(t)l:0..;;;;1..;;;;1ml..;;;;j~}, and where peN,h>O and y:(O,oo)~(O,oo) are not 
affected by stiffness (see [13] and [16]). Let <5' be a class of initial value problems given by (1.1). A 
Runge-Kutta method given by (1.2) is said to be convergent of order p on <5' if there exist peN,h>O 
and y:(O,oo)~(O,oo) such that (1.3) holds whenever UeCVi">([O,oo]) is a solution of a problem in <5' 
and the Un are computed from (1.2). Here it is essential that (1.3) should hold uniformly on the class 
<5', not only for each problem individually. 
Usually a method is said to have order p if it is convergent with order p on the class of problems 
where f satisfies a Lipschitz condition with a prescribed Lipschitz constant. We will refer to this as the 
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classical order. 
In this note we consider the class of dissipative problems given by (1.1) where mEN, the norm l·I 
on Olm is generated by an inner product <·,.>,u0 elllm and/:lllXlllm~lllm is a continuous function 
satisfying 
<j(t,u) - f(t,u),u - u>.;;;;O (for all tEOl and u,uEOlm). (1.4) 
As in [13] convergence on this class of problems will be called B-convergence. 
REMARK 1.1. Most well known Runge-Kutta methods satisfy c;E[O,l] (for i=l,2, ... ,s). For those 
methods which have some abscissas outside [O, 1] the above definition of convergence on classes of 
problems should . be slightly modified by taking in (1.3) 
llUllf.l=max{IUV)(t)l:ch.;;;;t.;;;;tn-I +Ch,I.;;;;j.;;;;p}, where c=min{O,ci.c2, ... ,cs} and 
c=max:{l,c1'c2, ...• ~}. If one the c; is negative we thus assume that the solution U of (1.1) can be 
extended in a smooth way on a small interval to the left of the origin. 
It is well known (see [4], [9], for example) that stability of the Runge-Kutta method for all dissipative 
problems is guaranteed by algebraic stability 
BA +A TB - bbT;;;;.o and B>O, (1.5) 
where A =(aij) and B = diag (b1>b2, ... ,bs) are sXs matrices, b =(bi.b2, ... ,bs)r, and >0 (;;a.O) 
refers to positive (semi-) definiteness. Furthermore, if there exists a diagonal matrix D >0 such that 
DA + ATD>O (1.6) 
then the scheme given by (1.2) is not too sensitive for perturbations on the internal stages (l.2b) and 
the internal vectors y; are uniquely determined by (l.2b) (see [8], [10] and [12]). 
It is now well known that stiffness has a significant impact on the accuracy of a Runge-Kutta 
method. In their fundamental paper [13] FRANK, SCHNEID and UEBERHUBER proved B-convergence 
with order q for those methods satisfying the stability conditions (1.5), (1.6), where q is the stage order 
of the method, which is the largest integer such that the following two simplifying order conditions 
hold, 
B(q): bTcj-I = llj (j = 1,2, ... ,q), 
C(q): Acj-I = cj lj (j = 1,2, ... ,q) 
with cj = (c1,ct ... ,c{)T. However, in recent numerical experiments (see [10], [17]) the order of B-
convergence appeared to be q +I.This phenomenon has been analyzed in [6] for semi-linear problems 
U'(t)=QU(t)+g(t,U(t)) where the stiffness is contained in the linear part and g satisfies a Lipschitz 
condition. (As we recently discovered similar results were already given in [7] for some linear prob-
lems). For many methods, with notable exception of the Gauss methods with s;;a.2 (see [11] and [15]), 
the order of convergence on this class of semi-linear problems can be shown to be q + 1. This is due 
to cancellation and damping out of the local errors which are of order q + 1 themselves. 
In this note we prove that for the more general class of nonlinear, dissipative problems such an 
order q + 1 result only holds for some special methods, and that the order of B-convergence is usually 
equal to the stage order. The counterexample which will be used to prove this result has a Jacobian 
Duf(t,u) whose eigenvalues are not only very large in modulus, but are also extremely rapidly varying 
along the solution U(t). This is the cause for the discrepancy between our results and the before men-
tioned numerical experiments, which were performed on problems with smoothly varying eigenvalues. 
,, 
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2. BoUNDS FOR THE ORDER OF B-CONVERGENCE 
2.1. The convergence results 
In this section we consider a fixed Runge-Kutta method (1.2) which satisfies (1.5), (1.6), and we let q 
be its stage order. Let d=(di.d2 , ••• ,dsl E!Rs and d0 EIR be defined by 
d = -1-(-1-cq + 1 - Acq), d0 = -1 (-1- - b T cq). (2.1) q! q+I q! q+I 
We state the following results, which will be proved in the next section. 
THEOREM 2.1. Assume c;-cj is not an integer for I~i<j~s, and the order of B-convergence of method 
(1.2) is q + 1. Then d0 =O and all components of dare equal. 
I 
THEOREM 2.2. Assume d0 =O and all components of dare equal. Then method (1.2) (satisfying (1.5), 
(1.6)) is B-convergent with order q + 1. 
Since we know from [13] that the order of B-convergence equals at least the stage order, these 
theorems provide us with an if and only if result in case c;-cj'1.l. (for i=/=j). This latter condition 
does not hold for the methods based for example on Lobatto quadrature. For such methods 
Cs - c 1 = 1, and the situation seems to be more complicated. 
2.2. Proof of the convergence results 
Let e=(l,J, ... , Il EIR5 and 
K(Z) =I+ bTZ(I -AZ)-1e, 
L(Z) =do+ bTZ(I-AZ)- 1d 
(2.2) 
(2.3) 
for Z = diag(t1 J 2 , ••• ,t8 ) with t; EC. It is known (see , for example [4], [9]), that (1.5) holds iff 
IK(Z)l~l for all Z=diag(tj) with Retj~O(l~j~s). Further we have 
LEMMA 2.3. (l-K(Z))- 1 L(Z) is uniformly bounded for Z=diag(tj) with Retj~O(l~j~s) iff d0 =O 
and d = Pe for some PE IR. 
PROOF. Let 8 be a small positive parameter, and assume that ltjl~8 (for j= 1,2, ... ,s). Then 
1 - K(Z) = -brze + 0(82), 
L(Z) =do+ bTZd + 0(82 ). 
Obviously, d0 =0 is necessary for (l-K(Z))- 1L(Z) to be bounded. Assume I~j<k~s and con-
sider the choice t1=0 (for l=/=j,k),tj=ibk8 and rk= -ibj8. Then 
bTZe = 0 , bTZd = i8bjbk(dj - dk), 
and since (1.5) implies bjbk >0 the necessity of dj =dk also follows. 
On the other hand, if do =O and d=Pe we have (l-K(Z))- 1 L(Z)= -p. D 
We now consider the test problem 
U'(t) = i\(t)[U(t) - g(t)] + g'(t), U(O) = g(O) (2.4) 
where g:IR...+C and i\:IR...+C is such that Re>.(t)~O (for all t). This complex scalar problem can be 
converted to a real, dissipative problem by identifying C with IR2 in the usual way. The solution of 
(2.4) is U(t)=g(t) (for all t). 
4 
s 
U(tn + 1) = U(tn) + h "'2:i b;f(tn + C;h, Y;) + Pm (2.5a) 
i=l 
s 
Y; = U(tn) + h "'2:i aijf(tn + cjh, Yj) + r~n) (l .;;;;;i :s;;;s) (2.5b) 
j=I 
with Y;=U(tn+c;h). The Pn and r~n) are local (residual) errors. Subtraction of (1.2) from (2.5) leads 
to the following recursion for the global errors En= U(tn)-un 
En+I = K(Zn)fn + bTZn(I-AZn)- 1rn + Pn (2.6) 
where rn =(IC> ,r~n), ... , r}n>?. By a Taylor series expansion it follows that 
Pn = dohq+I u<q+l)(tn) + hq+2R&rfJ, (2.7a) 
rn =dhq+lu(q+l)(tn)+hq+2Rn (2.7b) 
where Rn=(R\n>,R~n>, ... ,R}n>lecs and IR~n)l.;;;;;c max IU(q+ 2>(tn+Oc;h)l(O.;;;;;i.;;;;;s;c0 :=1) for 
O.;;O.;;J 
some c >0 which only depends on the coefficients of the method. With these relations we now can 
prove the theorems of section 2.1. 
Proof of theorem 2.1. Assume either d0 ¥=0 or some components of d differ. Then, in view of lemma 
2.3, we can choose for any C>O a matrix Z=diag(r1,K2 , ••• ,ss) with Resj<O (1.;;;;;j.;;;;;s) and 
1(1-K(Z))-1L(Z)l>C. By the algebraic stability condition we know JK(Z)l<L 
Leth >0 be a stepsize. Consider testproblem (2.4) with g(t)=tq+I !(q + l)! and X:IR~C such that 
ReX(t).;;;;;O (for all t) and h"A(tn+c;h)=s; (for l.;;;;;i.;;;;;s and all n;;;;i.O) with the S; as above. (The problem 
thus depends on the stepsize). From (2.6), (2.7) it follows that the global errors satisfy 
t:n = K(Z}t:n-1 + hq+IL(Z), 
from which we obtain 
t:n = (1 - K(Z))n(l - K(Z))- 1L(Z)hq+I. 
Now let h!O while tn =nh and the Sj are fixed. Then 
h-(q+I>Jt:nJ ~ J(l - K(Z))- 1 L(Z)J>C. 
Since C can be taken arbitrarily large, the order is not q + 1. D 
Proof of theorem 2.2. This proof is a rather straightforward generalization of an idea used by KRAAI-
JEVANGER [15] for the implicit midpoint rule. We only present the proof for the testproblem (2.4) 
which contains already all essential difficulties. 
Assume do =O and d=ve for some velR. By (2.6), (2.7) we have 
En+I = K(Zn)fn + L(Zn)M+I u<q+l)(tn) +On 
where 
On= hq+2(bTZn(l -AZn)-I Rn+ R&n>). 
From (1.6) we can conclude that all elements of the transposed vector bTZ(I-AZ)- 1 are uniformly 
bounded for Z=diag(Sj),Res;.;;;;;O (BS-stability [12], [14; lemma 2.4.3]). Therefore 
JonJ.;;;;;y1M+ 2 11u11t;2> 
for some y1 >0 which only depends on the coefficients of the method. Define for all n ;;;;;.o 
fn =En + Phq+I u<q+l)(tn). 
Since, by our assumption, L(Zn)= -p(l-K(Zn)) it follows that 
fn+I = K(Zn>fn +On 
with 
On= On+ Phq+l(U(q+l)(tn+1)- u<q+l)(tn)), 
lo 1.;;;;;;r hq+211u11<q+2> n 2 ln+l 
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for some y2 >0, again only depending on the coefficients of the method. By using IK(Zn)l o;;;;;; I we 
obtain in a standard way 
len I o;;;;;;y2tnhq + 1 11 Ull~? +2> (for all n ;;;;;oO), 
and since len -En I.;;;; vh q + 1 11 Ull ~; + 1> the order q + 1 result follows. 0 
3. EXAMPLES 
In this section we examine those Runge-Kutta methods satisfying (1.5) and (1.6) which have an order 
of B-convergence one more that the stage order q. We saw in section 2 that such methods should 
satisfy C(q) and B(q + 1) with 
1 I 
-(--cq+I - Acq) = Pe , ~. 
q! q+l 
(3.1) 
We first note that for any Runge-Kutta method satisfying C(q),B(q + 1) and (3.1) a classical order 
of q + 2 is not attainable, since a necessary condition for a method to have order q + 2 is 
bT(Acq - cq+I !(q + 1)) = 0, 
which from (3.1) is equivalent to 
PbTe =0. 
This is impossible since p::f:O and b Te = 1. In addition one can show that, if s ;;;;;.2, (3.1) cannot hold 
for q=s so that the maximum classical order of ans-stage Runge-Kutta method satisfying (3.1) is s, 
in which case C (s - 1) and B (s) hold. 
Furthermore if we now requite such methods to satisfy (1.5) and (1.6) we can obtain further restric-
tions on the maximum classical order. Burrage [3] has shown that if a Runge-Kutta method satisfying 
B(2) and C(q) is algebraically stable then its classical order must be 2q -1. Thus we can conclude 
THEOREM 3.1 Any Runge-Kutta method satisfying (1.5), (1.6), d0 =O,d=Pe,p::f=O has classical order at 
most 3. · 
We conclude this paper with three examples of methods which satisfy the conditions of Theorem 
3.1. Since the maximum classical order is at most 3 we will study only those methods which satisfy 
C (s - I) and B (s) for s = 2 and s = 3. Furthermore, we will restrict our attention to either diagonally 
implicit or singly-implicit methods since these methods are more important in terms of cheap imple-
mentation than other classes of Runge-Kutta methods. 
EXAMPLE 1. It is easy to show (see BURRAGE [3], for example) that the family of algebraically stable 
two-stage DIRKs with classical order 2 is given by 
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>.. >.. 
1->.. 1-2>.. ,>..;;;;:114. 
112 1/2 
If>..= 114 or>..= 112 then (3.1) holds and the order of B-convergence is 2. We observe that this can 
also be concluded from KRAAlTEVANGER [15] since the method with>..= 112 reduces to the implicit 
midpoint rule and the method with >.. = 114 can be considered as consisting of two implicit midpoint 
rule steps. If X=(k + 1)/2 where k is a positive integer we can not apply Theorem 2.1 and so we can 
only conclude from our results that the order of B-convergences is at least one. 
ExAMPLE 2. The family of 2-stage singly-implicit methods satisfying C(l) and B(2) is given by (see 
[l]) 
:: [: :: l [~ -~] 
(3.2) 
From [3] and [10; sect. 5.10] it follows that (1.5), (1.6) are fulfilled iff 
l l 
>..;;;;:114, c1c2 - 2(c1 + c2) + >..2 - >.. + 2 = 0. 
If, in addition, c2 +c 1 = 4>.. then (3.1) is satisfied with q = 1 and 11=3(>..2->.. + 116)/2. Thus if 
).;;,;: l/4, CJ = 2A + (5A2 - 3A + l/2)112 , C2 = 4A - CJ (3.3) 
then the family of methods given by (3.2) is algebraically stable with order of B-convergence 2. We 
note that in the case >..=(3+ \13)16 the stage order is 2, but the order of B-convergence is still only 2. 
ExAMPLE 3. The family of 3-stage singly-implicit methods of order 3 satisfying C(2) and B(3) is 
given by (see [1]) 
:: [! :: :~1 [~ ~ -~~:1 [!
1 c3 1 c 3 d 0 ~ 3). 
where 
C2C3 - (c2 + C3)/2 + 113 C1C3 - (c, + C3)/2 + 113 
b, = 'b2 = 'b3 = 1 - b, - b2. (c1 - c2)(c1 - c3) (c2 - c1)(c2 - c3) 
From [3] and [10; sect. 5.10] it can be seen that the conditions (1.5), (1.6) hold if 
g1 = -2>..3 + 3>..2 ->.. + 1112;;;;:0, 
x, = 4>..3 13 - 3>..2 + 6>..15 - 119 - 12>..2g1 + 6Xg2 ;;;;:o, 
X2 = A3 - 2>..2 + 3A/4 - l/15 + g2/2 + 3Xgi. 
g1x1>x~, 




I I 3 
g1 = J p(x)dx, g1 = J xp(x)dx + (c1 + c2 + c3)g1 , p(x) = Il(cj - x). 
0 0 j=I 
If, in addition 
c1 + c2 = 9A - c3 , c1c2 = 18A2 - 9Ac3 + d , d - 9Ac~ + 18A2c3 = 6A3 + 4g1 (3.5) 
then (3.1) holds with q =2 and v=2g1/3. 
Some numerical computations show that the family of methods given by (3.4) and (3.5) is algebrai-
cally stable with order of B-convergence 3 if 
AE[·3518, ·9458] .. 
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